STANDARD PTO DRIVE SHAFT
The Essential Workhorse for
Just-the-Essentials PTO Jobs

For low horsepower drive train applications,
our Standard PTO drive shaft delivers all the
quality components needed to ensure your
equipment has the power it needs to get
the job done.

When to Use Standard

Standard Features & Benefits

A Standard drive shaft is perfect for equipment
that doesn’t need more than 80 horsepower.
Created for the value-conscious equipment
owner that only needs the essentials, this drive
shaft is comprised of quality components that
are meant to be used occasionally.

Meets the ASABE and CEN safety requirements.
Provides up to 80hp @540RPM for projects that are
used occasionally.
Spring-loaded collar attaches and releases the yoke.
Universal joint has easy to locate and access
grease fitting.
Durable profile telescoping transmits the right
amount of torque.
Optional addition of a friction or shear bolt
torque limiter.

Durable profile telescoping available with trilobe tubing.
Trilobe
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Standard Product, Quality Components
Even low horse power applications require a seamless transfer of power
between a tractor and its attached machinery. As a global leader in mechanical
power transmission, Weasler’s focus on quality components gives you the best
drive train system for your essential drive train applications.

Universal Joint
Universal joints provide
standard-duty cycle with
easy grease access.

Spring-lok Tractor Yoke
Spring loaded for easy
installation and positive
locking onto the tractor.

Profile Telescoping
Profile telescoping
allows easy cut-to-length
adjustment.

Clutch Options
The Standard drive shaft
can accommodate friction
or shear torque limiters.

Guard
Laboratory tested to meet
North American safety
standards.

With our well-thought through components, our Standard product is designed to deliver a drive shaft
that pairs perfectly with lower powered drive train applications. If you would like to know more about our
products or services, contact your local Weasler representative today.
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